Shareholders of Attune RTD,
Mr. Bianco and I continue working to bring awareness of our BrioWave technology to the
forefront of the energy markets so that we can actively discuss its relevance as it pertains to
both retail consumers in the energy sector as well as management personnel on the demand
energy side. Recently the Company has opened active communications with important utility
players in Southern California that may lead to a pilot program that we believe will continue to
validate BrioWave technology and more. As some of you may already may know, Attune
participated in a successful pilot program with TXU Energy several years back but the state of
the economy and other factors weren’t conducive to rolling out our solution at the time, but we
believe that may be changing. Attune management continues to add and develop BrioWave
technology and improve its application and integration with Solar that will add value on both the
consumer and demand energy side of the equation.
Its management’s opinion that we were ahead of the market with BrioWave technology and
based on certain recent conversations with utility personnel, we believe our BrioWave time of
use application is more relevant today than ever.
Based on these conversations, It is our understanding that California utilities are moving toward
time of use ( T.O.U. ) rate plans to be implemented in 2019. As many of you know, Attune
management has been vocalizing this move for nearly the past ten years. BrioWave technology
was developed in part to assist both the utility and the consumer to happily co-exist within this
structure driving both savings and added value functionality for both sides.
So, I am pleased to announce that Attune is currently in discussions with a California utility for
the purpose of entering into a pilot program to demonstrate the value and functionality that
Attune RTD's BrioWave technology offers for years to come.
The company is actively engaged in the process of further developing the technology to
incorporate solutions for solar, electric charged vehicles, demand energy solutions, demand
response solutions, and grid stability solutions that include the integration of residential electric
cars that charge from the home.
We thank you for your ongoing patience, please stay tuned.
Yours Truly,
Shawn Davis
Attune RTD / c.e.o.

Forward-Looking Statements: This release contains forward-looking statements within the
meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. All forward-looking statements are inherently
uncertain as they are based on current expectations and assumptions concerning future events
or future performance of the company. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on
these forward-looking statements, which are only predictions and speak only as of the date
hereof. In evaluating such statements, prospective investors should review carefully various
risks and uncertainties identified in this release and matters set in the company's SEC filings.
These risks and uncertainties could cause the company's actual results to differ materially from
those indicated in the forward-looking statements.

